At the Energy Expo
I was keen to go on this outpost as I hadn't been able to make any of the others, but the aims of (power generating) weren't something I'd previously thought of as a priority for me. My main interest in the Geodecity Project has always been the people and how we build a community together, but of course there are practical issues that need to be addressed alongside this.
As always, shelter was the first thing we needed to get to grips with, and with the inclement conditions of the first two days the dome building became more complicated than usual. Dogme and Ishtar took on the awkward task of trying to create a waterproof seal on the joins, having to dry off the Correx as they went. We were careful to document the correct postures for this activity, so that their experience can be passed on to future generations.
The rest of us tried to keep our spirits up by swapping tales and developing work songs as we put the dome segments together. Occasionally we seemed to be trying to influence the weather by our speech and behaviour, and I wondered whether such rituals were useful as part of the Geodecian way. I don't mean we should pander to superstition by imagining we can control the world around us with offerings to gods or rigid positive thinking techniques. However I am interested in how we can generate a kind of internal power for each individual, and for the group as a whole, which can be used to strengthen us and help us to achieve our aims. Perhaps this ties into the energy generated from Tai-Gee and Gee-Gong.
That night I had a vision: the domes were not just functioning as shelters, but were also machines for generating and transmitting power. The two were lined with different materials, and aligned with the doors facing, so that the positive and negative pentagrams created different poles. There seemed to be light around the edge of each triangle, with a network of beams across the inside from point to point. I felt like I was caught in the net with life being drained out of me and shivered in silent panic, but after a few minutes (hours?) things started slotting into place. The current wasn't just one-way: as the domes were made from shapes within shapes, the flow ran positive within negative. Top was bottom, dark was light, in was out.
The next morning we all seemed more energised, the sun was out which meant we could try out our solar experiments, and as people started to arrive for the festival and ask questions we settled into our Geodecian identity more easily. I'd hoped to be able to interview the other members of the group a little, to see how they were experiencing the event, but it became more important to engage with the audience, to play the game of push-pull to see what level of interest they had and so what information to share. This building up of attention is another kind of power source, which creates potential for future outposts.
We wanted to develop a presentation to expand this to the audience in the tent, and had thought about developing a 'Sun Dance' before we arrived. I did discuss possibilities with Ishtar based on our experiences at the outpost, but they were still coloured by literal notions of sacrifice and inversion, for example the hanging of a symbolic leader from a tree by one foot while we circled around and chanted. Winston also talked of ritual scapegoating, and wondered whether this could be a technique to strengthen the group.
Eventually Raymond and I worked out some ideas for key elements of the outpost that could be turned into symbolic dances for a performance, like the welcoming T-arch, gathering solar and "Gee" energy, and playing Beach-Ball-Mini-Pig. I also wrote some text (a kind of prose-poetry Ge-Ode) to contextualise the actions, linking the practical to the relational, such as the unstable domes becoming strong when all the parts work together.
We rounded off the night with a campfire and dancing in 3's and 5's to the chanting of the mantra "I collect snails and I collect horses", perhaps a call to our power animals that will guide us into the future.
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